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Dissolution in a field
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~Received 1 June 2001; published 26 September 2001!

We study the dissolution of a solid by continuous injection of reactive ‘‘acid’’ particles at a single point,
with the reactive particles undergoing biased diffusion in the dissolved region. When acid encounters the
substrate material, both an acid particle and a unit of the material disappear. We find that the lengths of the
dissolved cavity parallel and perpendicular to the bias grow ast2/(d11) and t1/(d11), respectively, ind dimen-
sions, while the number of reactive particles within the cavity grows ast2/(d11). We also obtain the exact
density profile of the reactive particles and the relation between this profile and the motion of the dissolution
boundary. The extension to variable acid strength is also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dissolution of a solid material by contact with a r
active fluid is a fundamental process that underlies corros
@1#, diagenesis@2,3#, erosion @4#, etching @5,6#, and many
other industrial processes. The same dynamical process
also be viewed as the melting of a solid by heating the m
terial at a single point in the interior@7#. These types of
dissolution~or melting! processes are described by the m
tion of the interface between the reactive fluid and the so
In many situations, molecular diffusion is the transp
mechanism for the reactive particles, and this leads
diffusion-controlled moving boundary-value problems@8,9#.

In this paper, we consider the kinetics of this dissoluti
process when there is a superimposed bias on the diffu
motion of the acid. Such a bias can be easily realized,
example, by an electric field acting on ionized particles,
by a gravitational field or a pressure gradient acting o
flowing fluid. We find that the bias is a relevant perturbati
with respect to molecular diffusion and gives rise to a dis
lution process different from that caused by isotropic dif
sion @10#. As a function of time, the size of the dissolve
region grows continuously and preferentially in the directi
of the bias~Fig. 1!. The basic questions that we shall stu
are the density profile of the acid particles inside the d
solved cavity, as well as the shape and time dependenc
the boundary between the fluid and unreacted material.

In Sec. II, we first define the model and write the react
diffusion equation that governs the density of reactive p
ticles in the continuum limit. In Sec. III, we then solve fo
the steady-state density profile of reactive particles in
dissolved cavity. This profile satisfies the anisotrop
Laplace equation, which is the time-independent limit of t
basic equation of motion. In Sec. IV, we investigate the m
tion of the interface and determine the different characteri
lengths of the cavity in the directions parallel and perp
dicular to the bias. We briefly summarize in Sec. V and a
discuss a generalization of the system to variable a
strength.

*Present address: Center for Biomedical Engineering, Massa
setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.
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II. THE MODEL

We consider the following microscopic dissolution pr
cess~Fig. 1!. Initially, all sites are unreacted. Acid particle
are injected at ratel at the origin of ad-dimensional solid
substrate. After injection, an acid particle undergoes bia
diffusion until it hits a site at the interface between unreac
substrate and the dissolved cavity. In this interaction, b
the host substrate site and the acid disappear. We can t
of the acid as having unit strength so that one acid part
and one substrate particle are consumed in a reaction. L
we will generalize to allow acid to dissolve many substra
sites before being neutralized. In the context of melting,
can think of particle injection as the localized input of he
and dissolution as the melting of the solid when heat reac
the interface.

In the limiting case where the reactive particles unde
isotropic diffusion, the resulting dissolution process has b
extensively studied, both in the context of melting@7# and in
the framework of diffusion-controlled reactions@10#. Here
the radius of the dissolved regionR(t) grows as (t ln t)1/2 and
as t1/d for spatial dimensiond51 and d>2, respectively.
The density profile of the acid particles is also radially sy
metric and asymptotically approaches a steady state
function of the scaled radial distancer /R(t).

These results have a simple origin. Ind51, for N diffus-
ing particles initially located at the origin, the furthest pa
ticle from the origin after timet will be a distance of the
order of (t ln N)1/2 @11#. Thus, if lt acid particles are in-
jected continuously at the origin, the most distant partic

u-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the dissolution process. Re
tive particles~dots! are continuously injected at ratel at a single
point ~circle!. Each particle undergoes biased diffusion, with bias
the parallel direction. When a particle reaches the boundary of
dissolved cavity, a unit of the host material and the particle b
disappear.
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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and therefore, the position of the interface should
(t ln lt)1/2 from the origin. Ford>2, since each acid particl
dissolves a single substrate particle, the dissolved volu
can be at mostlt. Consequently, the radius can be no larg
than t1/d for d>2. Within the dissolved cavity, the densit
profile of acid particles away from the interface approache
static limit for d.2. This density profile thus obeys th
Laplace equation and decays asr 22d. For d<2, the density
profile is not static and it can be obtained conveniently b
scaling solution@10#.

In the presence of the bias, we need to consider separ
the growth parallel and perpendicular to the bias. The
namics of this anisotropic dissolution process is governed
c(rW,t), the concentration of acid at positionrW within the
dissolved region at timet. This concentration obeys th
convection-diffusion equation

]c

]t
1v

]c

]x
5D¹2c1ld~rW !, ~1!

subject to the absorbing boundary conditionc(rW,t)50 for
urWu5R(u,t), whereR(u,t) is the radius of the moving inter
face as a function ofu andt ~Fig. 1!. Here, we have taken th
bias direction as alongx. The motion of the interface is the
governed by the flux of acid onto the interface

]RW

]t
52KD¹W cu urWu5R(u,t) , ~2!

where K is the parameter that quantifies the acid streng
Here, we define this constant to be one and later generaliz
arbitrary acidity. Notice, also, that there is no convect
contribution to this flux (vc) because of the absorbin
boundary condition.

A basic feature that simplifies much of the analysis is t
the density profile of the acid within the dissolved region
stationary in time except near the boundary. This arises
cause the input of particles compensates for their loss a
boundary. This same simplifying feature, which also app
in the case of isotropic diffusion ford.2, ultimately stems
from the transient nature of biased diffusion@12#. We now
exploit this stationarity to obtain the exact concentration p
file of acid within the dissolved cavity.

III. STEADY-STATE CONCENTRATION PROFILE

Setting the time derivative in Eq.~1! equal to zero, an
anisotropic Laplace equation results. For zero bias, this g
the classical Laplace equation with steady-state solu
css(rW)}r 22d for d.2. To find the corresponding solution i
the presence of a bias, we perform a Fourier transform of
anisotropic Laplace equation to yield

2DkW2c̃~kW !1 ivkxc̃~kW !1l50, ~3!

with solution
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c̃~kW !5
l

DkW22 ivkx

. ~4!

Inverting this Fourier transform gives the steady-state a
concentration

css~rW !5E dkW

~2p!d
c̃~kW !e2 ikW•rW

5
l

~2p!dDE dkW
e2 ikW•rW

kW22 ivkx /D

5
l

~2p!dDE dkW
e2 ikW•rW1vx/2D

k21~vW 2/D !2
. ~5!

In the last step, we complete the square in the denomin
and then shiftkx by kx2 iv/2D. The last integral in Eq.~5! is
@13#,

css~rW !5
levx/2D

~2pD !d/2 S v
2r D

d/221

Kd/221S vr

2D D , ~6!

whereKd/221 is the modified Bessel function.
This exact solution has very different forms in the regio

x.0 andx,0. In the interesting case ofx@0, we substitute
the asymptotic expansionKn(z);(p/2z)1/2e2z @14# into Eq.
~6! to obtain

css~rW !;
l

v S v
4pDr D

(d21)/2

e2v(r 2x)/2D. ~7!

In the special cases ofd51, 2, and 3, this reduces to

css~rW !55
l

v
, d51

l

A4pDvr
e2v(r 2x)/2D, d52

l

4pDr
e2v(r 2x)/2D, d53.

~8!

Conversely, forx,0, css(rW) decays exponentially as a func
tion of the distance from the origin, with the length scale
this decay proportional toD/v.

IV. INTERFACE MOTION

To gain a fuller appreciation for time-dependent featu
and the motion of the interface, we have performed Mo
Carlo simulations of the dissolution process. Our simulatio
are based on simply tracking the motion of all the reacti
particles. Each particle performs a biased nearest-neigh
random walk on ad-dimensional hypercubic lattice, with
hopping probability equal to 1/(2d) in the 2d22 directions
perpendicular to the bias, and equal to 1/(2d),p1,1/d and
p251/d2p1,p1 in the6x directions, respectively. Thes
hopping probabilities give a bias velocityv5p12p2 , as
6-2
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DISSOLUTION IN A FIELD PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041606
well as a superimposed isotropic diffusion process, with
diffusion coefficient in all coordinate directions equal
1/2d. Henceforth, we fix the injection rate to bel51. Each
lattice site is initially regarded as one unit of solid mater
that disappears when it is contacted by a reactive particl

The choice of the bias in our simulations is dictated
basic physical considerations. If the bias velocity is t
small, there is a long crossover time before the bias do
nates over the diffusion. On the other hand, for a bias ve
ity that is close to the maximum value of 1/d, the length of
the dissolved region becomes extremely large and this
quires considerable computer memory to store the data o
system map. For these reasons, we found it optimal to c
sider intermediate values of the velocity.

As a function of time, an elliptically-shaped dissolve
cavity grow in which the interface remains relatively smoo
~Fig. 2!. This smoothness stems from the same mechan
that lead to preferential tip growth in diffusion-limited aggr
gation. If there is a protrusion on the surface, it will be pr
erentially dissolved because of the tendency for a diffus
particle, even in the presence of a bias, to contact such
trusions first. Within this cavity, there is a distribution
mobile reactive particles that have not yet reached the in
face. These physical characteristics have different dep
dences in spatial dimensiond51 and in higher dimensions
we therefore discuss these two cases separately.

A. One dimension

We first apply a simple flux balance argument@15# to
show that forx.0, the interface boundaryR(t) moves with
a fixed propagation velocity – defined to bev I – which is
less than the particle velocityv. Since the input of reactive
particles occurs at ratel, the particle flux in the1x direc-
tion is simplyl. Thus, a unit flux would lead to an interfac
velocity v I /l. On the other hand, in a reference frame th
moves at velocityv, the reactive particles are at rest whi
the substrate particles~with densityr) move with velocity
2v. In this moving frame, a flux of substrate particle
2rv would lead to the interface moving at velocityv I2v.
Therefore, a unit particle flux would give an interface velo

FIG. 2. Typical shape of the dissolved region on the squ
lattice aftert5104 time steps. Reactive particles and sites on
dissolution boundary are denoted by crosses and circles, res
tively. The injection point is at (x,y)5(0,0) and the bias velocity is
v50.2. For this velocity,vt@A2Dt, and thus, the system is fa
beyond the initial transient regime.
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ity (v I2v)/(2rv). Since the reaction has the symmetric
stoichiometryA(acid)1B(substrate)→0, the two velocities
under conditions of unit flux must be equal. This then lea
to the interface velocity

v I5lv/~l1rv !. ~9!

For r'R, the density profile decreases sharply from t
constant valuel/v @Eq. ~8!# to 0. Because the dissolutio
process is equivalent to the reactionA1B→0 with compo-
nents approaching each other at finite velocity, the width
the reaction front is proportional toD/v and does not grow
in time @15,16#. We have also verified these features
Monte Carlo simulation~data not shown!.

B. DimensionsdÐ2

For d>2, let us locate the reactive particles by th

d-dimensional cylindrical coordinatesrW5(x,rW'), whererW' is
the (d21)-dimensional radial vector perpendicular to thex

axis. Similarly, we writeRW 5(Ri ,RW') to denote the position
of the interface. Since the dissolved cavity grows predo
nantly along the direction of the bias, we focus our attent
on this downstream portion of the interface.

We now determine howRi andR' depend on time. Let us
assume thatRi;tn i and R';tn'. Since the motion of the
reactive particles in the transverse direction is diffusive,
expect thatR'}Ri

1/2;tn i/2. Then the volume of the dissolve
region is proportional toV;RiR'

d21;t (d11)n i/2. Since V
cannot grow faster thanlt, we must have (d11)n i/2<1.
On the other hand, ifV were to grow slower thanlt, the
number of reactive particles in the dissolved region wo
have to grow with time, in contradiction with the steady-sta
density profile derived above. Thus,V should grow linearly
with time, from which we conclude thatn i52/(d11).
Hence,

Ri;t2/(d11), R';t1/(d11). ~10!

These predictions are in very good agreement with our
merical simulations~Fig. 3!.

The dependence ofRi on t can also be determined inde
pendently from the density profilec(rW,t). Similar to the case
of d51, c(rW,t) approachescss far from the interface, while
c(rW,t) assumes a traveling-wave form near the interfa
,which rapidly decays fromcss to 0~Fig. 4!. From the inset
to this figure, we see that the width of this front does n
grow in time. Using Eq.~2!, we can then approximate th
equation of motion for the interface asṘ;css/w, wherew
;D/v is the width of the front. Substituting the asymptot
expansion forKn(z) in Eq. ~6! then givescss(Ri);Ri

(12d)/2 .

Using this in Ṙ;css/w, we obtainRi;(t/w)2/(d11), in
agreement with Eq.~10!.
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C. Scaling for the density profile

To obtain the number of reactive particles, it is conveni
to express their density profile in a scaled form. Based on
time dependences ofRi and R' , we introduce the scaled
variables j i5x/t2/(d11) and jW'5rW' /t1/(d11). In terms of
these scaled coordinates,

r 5~x21rW'
2 !1/2.t2/(d11)j i1

1

2

j'
2

j i
. ~11!

Using the asymptotic expansion ofKn , and substituting the
scaled variables into Eq.~6!, we obtain the scaling form fo
the density profile

c~j i ,jW' ,t !;t2(d21)/(d11)j i
2d/2 expS 2

v
2D

j'
2

j i
D ,

[t2(d21)/(d11)f ~j i ,j'!. ~12!

FIG. 3. Plot ofRi versust on a double logarithmic scale ford
52 and 3~bias velocityv50.3 for both cases!. The data represen
averages over 500 (d52) and 1000 (d53) realizations and are
taken at time 1.2n with n<63. The inset shows the local slopes
the data versus 1/lnt. These appear to converge to 2/3 ind52 and
1/2 in d53 ~dashed lines!, in agreement with Eq.~10!.

FIG. 4. Density profile of reactive particles ind52 along thex
axis at equally spaced times on a logarithmic scale. The bias ve
ity is v50.2. The data represent averages over 1500 realizati
Inset: same data on a double logarithmic scale. Except for
sharply decreasing interfacial region, the profilecss(x,0)}x21/2 @see
Eq. ~8!#.
04160
t
e

From this form, we easily obtain the time dependence
the total number of active particlesN(t) to be

N~ t !5E drW c~rW,t !,

;t2/(d11)E dj i djW' f ~j i ,jW'!,

;t2/(d11). ~13!

This prediction is also in excellent agreement with our sim
lations ~Fig. 5!.

Alternatively, N(t) equals the difference between th
number of injected particles and the volume of the dissolv
region. We use this fact to provide a more precise form
the time dependence of the dissolved volumeV(t). By mul-
tiplying Eq. ~2! by the surface elementdSW , integrating over
the dissolution interface, and using Eq.~1!, we have

c-
s.
e

FIG. 5. Plot of lnN(t) versus lnt. The data are from the sam
simulations as Fig. 3. The inset shows the local slopes that appe
converge to 2/3 and 1/2 ford52 and 3~dashed lines!, consistent
with Eq. ~13!.

FIG. 6. Scaled boundary profiles for acid strengthA51 andA
55 at different times. All graphs are on the same scale. The c
dinates are divided by (At)n, with n52/3 for the horizontal scale
and n51/3 for the vertical scale. The smaller contours are forA
55.
6-4
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E dSW •
dRW

dt
52DE dSW •¹W cuRW

52DE dV ¹2c

52E dV @] tc1v]xc2ld~rW !#

52
dN

dt
1l. ~14!

The left-hand side is simply equal toV̇. Therefore, we obtain
the obvious conservation equation (d/dt)(V1N)5l. Then
Eq. ~13! gives V(t);lt2at2/(d11), wherea is a constant
related to the integral in Eq.~13!.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we studied the dissolution of a substr
when acid particles are continuously injected at a sin
point and there is an external field that causes these part
to undergo biased diffusion. The basic quantities of inter
in this process are the concentration profile of the acid
the growth kinetics of the dissolved region. Within the d
solved region, the acid concentration follows the steady-s
profile of biased diffusion; this is just the solution of th
anisotropic Laplace equation. The shape of the dissolved
gion is strongly anisotropic with its length growing in tim
as j i;t2/(d11) while the transverse width grows asj'

;t1/(d11).
A simple and relevant extension of our model is to t

case of variable acid strength. This can be realized by ass
ing a substrate densityr.1 so thatr acid particles must hit
a given substrate site before it dissolves~weak acid! or that
c

v,

.
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an acid particle dissolvesA.1 substrate sites before becom
ing neutralized~strong acid!. In the current model,r5A
51. The caseA.1 is equivalent to having a particle densi
in the substrater equal to 1/A and with an acid particle
dissolving one substrate particle. Incorporating this scal
behavior into Eq.~2! for the interface motion we have

]RW

]t
52

D

r
¹W cu urWu5R(u,t) . ~15!

For r.1, the dissolution boundary becomes smooth
and grows more slowly since it takes many acid particles
dissolve each substrate site. Ford51, this follows immedi-
ately from the expressionv I5lv/(l1rv) which was ob-
tained from the flux balance argument~Sec. IV A!. In gen-
eral, Eqs. ~1! and ~2! are invariant after normalizingc
→c/r and rescalingl→l/r. This means that a change o
the substrate density or acid strength will only change
time scale through the injection rate. We have tested
hypothesis by simulations in which acidityA varied between
1 and 160. At short times, the dissolution boundary appe
to be much rougher forr,1. Asymptotically, it appears tha
the boundaries for different values ofr approach a common
limit. The overall effect of varying the acidity is simply to
change the time scale. However, the subdominant term
Eqs.~10! and~13! seem to have strong acidity dependence
that there is a long-lived transient correction to this sim
scaling behavior~Fig. 6!.
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